2005 chevy silverado cooling fan not working

It is the last line of defense between you and an overheating engine. Just because the radiator
fan is not on does not mean that it is not working. They are designed to only run when needed.
There are a few simple reasons that the fan would not be cycling on. If it is blown, replacing the
fuse will only solve the problem for a very limited period of time. Unless the wiring issue is
fixed, the fuse will blow again. The wiring harness itself can go bad. Your author has personally
had a shredded tire completely pull the fan wiring out of his vehicle. It can happen. The fan
wiring is some of the more vulnerable wiring in your Silverado. You can test the voltage going
from the fan relay to the fan itself. This video from Ratchets and Wrenches is a phenomenal
resource on how to properly diagnose a wiring problem. Your engine temperature sensor is
responsible for relaying your engine temp to the ECU. Once the temp gets so hot, the ECU
commands the radiator fan to come on. Depending on the model year and engine, the location
varies. If it does end up being this sensor, they are very affordable. Without the coolant hitting
the sensor, the temp reading will be significantly lower than the actual engine temp. Adding
coolant to a radiator dry enough not to trigger the engine temp sensor can cause problems from
drastic temperature change. Let it cool down first. Like any other clutch, a fan clutch will wear
out over time. If everything else seems on the up and up, the springs in the fan clutch have
worn past the point of proper function and can no longer do their job. Of all the ones listed
above, start with the coolant level, then check the fuse. Fan Clutch Like any other clutch, a fan
clutch will wear out over time. If there is anything that you would like to add, please leave a
comment below. Good luck!! Dan Ferrell writes about do-it-yourself car maintenance and repair.
He has certifications in automation and control technology. Testing a failed cooling fan circuit
can be tricky at times. Photo courtesy of Bill Abbott on Flickr. Cooling fan problems can be hard
to diagnose, depending on your vehicle model and the type of failure. Still, you can avoid much
of the confusion using a troubleshooting plan. If your electric radiator fan isn't coming on after
the engine reaches operating temperatureâ€”the key here is operating temperature more on this
later â€”you can bet there's something wrong with the fan assembly itself, the circuit, or one of
its components. This guide walks you through some of the most common electric cooling fan
problems to help you troubleshoot and identify the problem when the fan refuses to work, or
works intermittently. On older vehicle models, the fan circuit is simple, and you may not have
trouble locating operating components or the fault itself. Modern vehicles use the electronic
control module ECM-car computer , powertrain control module PCM , or a dedicated fan control
module or both to control the operation of the radiator fan, and can be little more complicated to
troubleshoot sometimes. So, with newer vehicle models, it's a good idea to have the vehicle
repair manual for your particular make and model on hand, especially with fairly recent models.
The manual explains the operation of the cooling system, how your cooling fan operates, and
the sensors or switches your car computer reads from to operate the cooling fan. Besides, the
manual can help you locate sensors, relays, switches and trace circuit wires as necessary.
Haynes makes good aftermarket manuals. If your engine is overheating and you suspect
problems with the cooling fan, this guide gives you important troubleshooting tips, and the
steps to diagnose the most common cooling fan failures you are likely to encounter on your car.
If your cooling fan runs continuously, check the fan relay or cooling fan temperature switch, or
engine coolant temperature ECT sensor. Before going into the necessary steps to troubleshoot
the fan in your vehicle, though, a brief fan operation description follows. Cooling fan helps
control engine and other components temperature in the engine compartment. Photo courtesy
of EvelynGiggles on Wikimedia. If the cooling system in your vehicle uses an electric cooling
fan, most likely you have a transversal sideways mounted engine. However, some longitudinal
front to rear mounted engines use the electric fan as well, but they usually have an
engine-powered cooling fan. The electric cooling fan uses a direct current DC electric motor
with a thermo switch, module or computer control to turn it on or off, depending on coolant
temperature or AC operating condition. On older fan circuits, the thermostatic switch connects
to battery power on one side, and to the fan motor on the other. However, on most '90s and
newer models the control was passed to the car computer or a dedicated module. For example,
when coolant temperature changes, the thermo switch reports this change to the computer
through a voltage signal, which the computer or module uses to activate the cooling fan
through a fan relay s. An electric cooling fan not only helps save energy by running only when
the system needs to remove excess heat away from the engine, but helps shield other sensitive
circuits and electronic components from heat damage. During the winter months, your radiator
fan saves even more energy when enough cool air flows through the radiator on the highway.
Even if your cooling fan doesn't have a complicated circuit, you still need to know where to look
when your fan doesn't work as expected. Next are some fan circuit key points you need to
check when diagnosing problems with your electric cooling fan. If you think the cooling fan isn't
working because your temperature gauge is indicating overheating, open the hood, start the

engine, and let it idle for 15 to 20 minutes. If the fan comes on, you may have a bad temperature
sensor or gauge. A cooling fan temperature switch or sensor, in some vehicles can also get
stuck, which may cause the fan to run continuously any time you turn the ignition key on or
start the engine. Troubleshoot the switch. On some modern vehicles, an ambient air
temperature sensor, vehicle speed sensor, and other sensors may provide input to the car
computer to determine radiator fan operation. Consult your vehicle repair manual to check the
required sensors and switches. On a warm engine, the fan may come on even if the engine is
not running. When working on a hot engine or an engine that is running, keep your hands and
tools away from the fan blades and moving components. Photo courtesy of youngthousands at
Flickr. Troubleshooting a cooling fan that doesn't work can be a relatively straightforward task
at times. Usually, the problem resides with the fan motor itself, a thermo switch, relay, wire, or
less commonly the computer or module itself. On many modern vehicles, if you want to confirm
whether your cooling fan is in working order, you can start the engine and let it idle. Set your air
conditioning to the MAX setting and turn it on. The cooling fan should come on immediately or
within the next couple of minutes. On older vehicle models, just wait about 15 to 20 minutes for
the engine to reach operating temperature. Then, the fan should come on. CAUTION: If the fan
fuse or fusible link is blown, or the breaker has been triggered, it is possible the fan motor itself
may be bad and causing the fuses to blow. Replace the fuse or fusible link, or reset the breaker,
and test the fan motor again. If the same problem appears and there's no wire causing a short
circuit, replace the fan motor. You may be dealing with a stuck-open thermostat. Check the
temperature of the engine block and radiator tank the one that connects to the engine with the
upper radiator hose using a kitchen thermometer. Photo courtesy of EvelynGiggles on Flickr. If
the fan fails to come on, you still can check the fan by connecting direct battery power to it
while working and making tests in the proximity of the fan, always stay clear and keep tools
away from the fan. Unplug the fan wiring connector. Closely examine the connector for
corrosion or damage. If necessary, use electrical contact cleaner to clean the connector. Make
sure the wires are firmly attached to the connector and not damaged. Look at the polarity of the
wires leading to the fan, identify power and ground usually a black wire. Using jumping wires,
connect battery negative to the ground side of the fan connector and positive battery to the
other wire. On some vehicles, the fan connector comes with three terminals, two for power high
and low speed, test both and another for ground. Or you may have a four-wire terminal high and
low speed and two grounds, test each pair separately. Consult your vehicle repair manual to
identify each wire, if necessary. Once you connect the fan to battery power, your fan should
start running. Still, on some vehicle models, you can unplug the single wire connector from the
coolant temperature switch to trigger the cooling fan on, or by grounding the wire using a
jumper wire while the vehicle is running. Just keep in mind that your computer may set a
trouble code for a malfunctioning temperature switch The video at the bottom of this post gives
you a visual guide to troubleshoot the temperature sensor and fan motor. If the cooling fan
motor and fuses, breakers or fusible links seem to be in working order, it's time to check the
circuit and related components. You may need to consult your vehicle repair manual to locate
components and wires in the circuit. Try to follow the fan wires back to the coolant temperature
switch or cooling fan relay on modern vehicles. Closely examine the wires for cuts or damage.
Sensor s in the cooling fan circuit handles the signal to turn on the cooling fan. Consult your
vehicle repair manual to locate the switch, if necessary. On most modern vehicles late '90s and
newer , you are looking for the switch that connects to your car computer powertrain computer ,
since there may be more than one switch. You can test the cooling fan temperature switch
using a test light. Connect your test light to battery ground. Start and idle the engine, and
backprobe the connector terminals with the test light. One of them should turn on the test light.
Wait for the engine to reach operating temperature. Now backprobe the other wire at the
connector. Your test light should come on. Otherwise, the switch is not working. NOTE: If your
vehicle repair manual gives you the cold and hot Ohms resistance values for your temperature
switch, you can test it with a digital multimeter. Test switch resistance with the engine cold, and
after idling the engine for 15 minutes. Turn off the engine and test again. Compare values to the
ones on your manual. If you don't have the cold and hot values for your switch, you still may
want to test the switch and compare the difference in values. This will tell you the switch is still
working somehow. If your vehicle repair manual gives the Ohms values at cold and hot
condition, use your voltmeter to test the temperature sensor, if necessary. If you don't have the
sensor's resistance values but you notice that Ohms remains pretty much the same at cold and
hot, replace the sensor. Photo in the public domain. When checking for cooling fan problems,
make sure the fan shroud and other original equipment aim to improve air flow around the
engine in in place. Missing equipment can greatly reduce a radiator fan efficiency. Many modern
vehicle models have a much more complex cooling fan circuit that the ones described here.

Refer to your vehicle repair manual to locate wires, components, and modules, if necessary.
Still, in some cases, you need to make a diagnosis using a professional scan tool to check for
voltage values and power inputs to the cooling fan to locate the source of the problem. Why is
this? I know my fan works cause when I unplugged the sensor it came on. What could be the
problem with my electric cooling fan? Answer: Usually, the problem is with the fan control
module. Check for trouble codes, even if the check engine light is not on. Question: I have a
Mercury Marauder. When I turn on the AC on in any setting, it doesn't do anything. I replaced
the blower motor still nothing. I was thinking maybe the resistor but then a friend told me that if
the radiator fan gets unplugged somehow or just stops working for some reason, that my AC
would not work as well. Is this true? Answer: The AC uses the coolant to dissipate heat. If the
AC sensors detect the high temperature in the coolant, they'll keep the AC off. Question: I have
a GMC truck. Cooling fan comes on when the engine is cold, and when I put key in the ignition
and turn it to the on position not start the fan goes off. I take the key back out and a few minutes
later the fan comes back on. I changed the block temp sensor and relays and nothing changed.
What could be the problem? Answer: There is a short in the circuit. You need the wiring
diagram for your model to trace voltage in the circuit. You can use either a test light or
multimeter. Question: My 95 Cadillac DeVille, when I unplug the relay, the fuse blows to the
engine coolant sensor. What is wrong? I want the fan to run before it gets to 90 degrees.
Answer: It is possible to do this. The easiest way is to use digital fan controllers. But, then
again, the factory switch works in sync with ignition timing, fuel, oil temperature, and many
other things to give you better engine performance and minimum emissions. You basically will
be reducing engine service life in my opinion. Question: The Toyota computer assembly theft
warning system is broken in my Toyota Corolla. Is this a huge problem that I should try to fix?
Answer: In some cases, depending on the fault, it may prevent you from starting the engine or
cause other issues. If necessary, check with your local dealer if you are using an original
system or a reliable independent shop. Question: The fan on my car started to turn on too often.
It is the same temperature outside, and we are in the middle of mild winter. I am not running
aircon at the moment, no need. Is something on its way? Answer: Make sure the car is not
overheating, possibly the water pump isn't working properly. Question: The fan on my Cruze
comes on once the car is started and runs full speed and never shuts off. It seems like my car
has no heat as well. Any ideas what the problem could be? Answer: Check the relays and the
coolant temperature sensor. There might be a short in the circuit. Question: On my Toyota
Highlander, the cooling fan comes up for about a minute and then goes off mostly at night
without the engine being on and often runs the battery down. What could be the cause of the
cause, please? Answer: The fan coming on with the engine off is normal in modern vehicles.
But check the battery, there could be a bad cell, causing a discharge. Question: My G35 is not
overheating, but when the car gets up to operating temperature, both fans come on high and do
not turn off until I shut the car off. What should I look into to remedy this? Answer: There might
not be enough air flow through the radiator to the engine, depending on your model and the
location of the condenser. Question: I am experiencing a short on the condenser or cooling fan.
How do I fix this? Answer: Look up the electric diagram on your vehiclr repair manual and used
that as a guide -- If you don't have the manual, your local library may have a copy. Question:
What would cause my cooling fans to stay on even when the vehicle is cold? Answer: Unplug
the cooling temperature sensor. If the fan stops, replace the sensor. The temperature used to
run about the middle of normal. Recently it rose to the L in normal and I had flushed the system,
changed both temperature sensors and the control module over the center of the radiator, the
radiator fan and the circuit breaker to the fan. I replaced the radiator about 3 months earlier. The
only other thing I never replaced is the water pump? Answer: If the thermostat is old, you may
want to replace it as well. You can listen to the water pump with a length of hose and see if the
bearing or noises come from it. The impeller may be loose. Check the belt that runs the pump.
That can also be a problem. Although not that common, the temperature gauge may also
become faulty. What do I do next? Answer: Maybe there's a problem with the thermocouple
sensor. But you need to have the diagram for the circuit and follow the voltage to see where is
or isn't going. Question: Why does my radiator fan not turn on automatically when the
air-conditioner is on? Answer: Check that you still have refrigerant in the system. If it's an old
system, there could be a leak as well. Answer: Check first the fuses and relays for the fan's
circuit. You may need the diagram for your model. There could be a wire that's not getting
current behind the dash between the AC and cluster. Answer: It is normal for the cooling fan to
stay on, it helps the engine to cool. Most modern vehicles has this configuration. Question: I
have Toyota corolla. I perceive a kind of gaseous odor while the ac is cooling. It doesn't happen
all the time. Answer: There could be several reasons for this. Some of the most common
reasons for this type of odors come from a dirty, cabin air filter, mildew in the passageways

vents, evaporator ; engine leaks can also produce this type of smell. Question: My cooling fan is
staying on all the time in my Lincoln Town car. The battery is also dead. When I hooked up the
booster, the fan started. Answer: Usually, this is caused by a bad cooling temperature sensor.
Try unplugging the sensor and see if the fan stops. If it does, replace it. Another problem could
be a grounded wire or stuck relay. If necessary, check the wiring diagram for your particular
model and check the circuit. What could be wrong? Answer: There could be an open in the
temperature circuit sensor. The Rev 4 might have the sensor at the bottom tank of the radiator.
Also, it's possible the fan relay is stuck. You may need to test the relay:. Question: I have Honda
Accord It has an electric radiator fan. The car has never overheated but I feel the radiator fan
never comes on. Is this possible? Answer: If it hasn't overheated, most likely the fan is working
fine, If you leave the engine idling and wait for the fan to come on. The fan is not turning on low
speed if the engine is on, even if it reaches the heat indicated. Answer: Check the engine
coolant sensor and the relay for the low-speed circuit. There could be the problem. Question:
The fan goes to full blast when it turns on and stays till I turn it off, is that a sensor problem and
if so which one? Answer: This could be a sensor issue or a stuck relay problem. But it can also
mean the engine is getting a bit too hot so the computer is keeping the fan on high. Make sure
you don't have an overheating problem. Consult the repair manual for your particular model,
there could be a coolant temperature sensor, a separate thermal switch, or a relay issue.
Question: My BMW i has 12 volts to the connector, even when the switch is off. What controls
this? Answer: There could be a short in the circuit. It's possible the problem is with the
temperature sender or the wire, which may supply the ground for the relay. You'll need a wiring
diagram to trace the voltage back and check this, though. Question: My car is a Toyota Ractis
model. My cooling fan is not working properly while AC running and AC is not cool. Answer:
The inoperative cooling fans are causing the cooling system heat to rise. Had the AC system
checked. It could be low on refrigerant or a bad relay, a sensor, an ambient temperature switch
or the AC pressure transducer is bad. Answer: Electric fans draw quite a bit of amperage and
it's possible for some alternators to lack a sense of such high draw if it is not designed for it.
Still the alternator should be putting out over 13 volts, even if your meter says otherwise. Check
the alternator and battery with a Voltmeter. Regardless of the type of charging system, there's
always a drop in voltage. So most likely there's no problem with your alternator. Question: We
looked in the owners manual and the 3 fuse boxes on my Saab 9. How can we locate this fuse?
Also, you may want to check out this page and test the cooling sensor as described. Hope this
helps. Answer: Not really, unless it's too close to a hot surface, probably the engine or there
some unwanted resistance. Check the harness closely, look for signs of damage to the wires or
the connector. And make sure it's away from the engine. Question: The Engine overheats but
the relay is not picking up. What may be the cause? Answer: Check the temperature switch and
relay. Also, make sure they are getting voltage. Answer: Yes. The fan should come on when the
AC is working. There could be an issue with the compressor or refrigerant is too low. Answer:
Check the AC compressor. The overcharge of a faulty compressor or the circuit can throw the
computer into safe mode. Question: My engine cuts out when the cooling fan turns on. It is a
Ford Festiva. Answer: The problem could be in the cooling fan circuit, a faulty battery, or less
likely the charging system. The fan motor could be pulling too much current or the circuit has
too much resistance. Have those points checked first. Question: I have a Mercedes GL The
cooling fan doesn't run even at a high temperature. Turned on the Airconditioner but still
doesn't run. What is the problem? Answer: Check the fan switch coolant temp sensor and the
circuit. You may need the vehicle repair manual for your model to I. Question: I have a Camry 2.
The cooling fans come on way too late: only when the temp gauge is very high. They work
normally with the AC on. Any Ideas what could be causing this? Check that the shields around
the radiator are in place. Also, a clogging radiator may be preventing proper coolant flow.
Question: Will a blown fuse, electric cooling fan stop my Lincoln Aviator from starting up? My
tester stated there's a misfire detected on startup first revolutions P generic. Answer: This is
usually triggered by a problem in the fuel or ignition system. However, double check and make
sure there's not another DTC in memory or a pending code. If you find one, check on that area.
Question: My overheated sensor light does not show when the car is overheated and also does
not start cooling fan in Chevrolet Spark 1. When ii started, this fuse issue, both fan 1 30a, and
fan 2 40a were blown. Now the 40a hasn't blown, and its currently 80 degrees out. What should I
do? Answer: Check the relays and connectors for the high-speed circuit. There could be a loose
wire or the relay may be faulty. Question: My engine fan works when the ignition is off. Why is
that? Please help? Answer: On some models, the cooling fan is configured to run after the
ignition is removed to remove extra heat from the engine. Since coolant stops circulating and
coolant may boil from engine heat, the fan blows air around to engine to help remove this extra
heat. The fan may run for several minutes. This is normal. Question: My radiator fans are not

working. They do if they are straight wired. We have replaced the relay and temperature sensor.
Can the AC pressure switch cause this? What else could it be? Answer: Make sure the coolant
temperature is reaching operating temperature thermostat not stuck open ; check fuses. The
control module is another possibility. There could be another faulty relay or a problem in the
wiring harness or connector. You may need to look at the diagram for your particular model to
check for other possibly relay or switch in the circuit you are missing. Using a testlight can help
you trace voltage in the circuit. Why would it be running hot? Answer: There could be many
reasons why an engine may be running hot. If the problem started right after replacing the
starter, check for a blown fuse. The wipers issue may or may not be related to the problem. This
other post may help:. Question: I have a Mercedes E The fan starts working as soon as I start
the engine, and it takes at least five to 20 minutes for it to shut down after the engine is off.
What could be the issue with my Mercedes engine fan? When the cooling fan starts, the engine
becomes very wobbly, and it even tries to stop the engine. After it is turned off, idle speed
becomes normal. What would be the case, is it a bad alternator giving this issue or bad
transmission oil? Answer: Have the alternator checked. It might not be responding properly
when the load increases. Just to make sure, check the charging circuit voltage drop, to see the
condition on the wires and connectors. The cooling fan was running all the time. Now it doesn't
start at all. Replaced a blown 30 amp fuse. Still nothing. If I give the fan a slight push the fan
spins. I have noticed the sensor is a bit corroded. Also, the car travels along a very dusty clay
road. Could the problem be with the sensor and a dirty fan? How would I go cleaning the fan?
Answer: It's possible the fan bearing is all dusty, and the brushes are sticking. Add some
penetrating oil to the bearing and see if it helps. You'll need to work on and test the fan outside
the vehicle. Replace the sensor if it is corroded. Sometimes it's necessary to get to the motor to
do a more complete job. This video may give you an idea about servicing the fan:. Question:
Why is my car's fan not running at high speed when AC is turned on? Answer: Check the fan
relays in the power box in the engine compartment. One of them might not be working properly.
Answer: I don't have the schematic with me, but if I remember correctly, it's located to the left
driver's side. You can call your local dealer service department to confirm. Question: I have a
kia Sedona. Neither cooling fan is working and my AC compressor will only engage
momentarily right when you start the car. It remains engaged until the time when the cooling
fans are meant to come on. Then it disengages and won't reengage until I cycle the ignition.
Throwing code p Any advice on where to start? Answer: There could be a problem with the
cooling fan control module. Have it diagnosed first before replacing any components. Question:
Why does my Toyota Corolla Ae radiator fan spin in slow mode even after a long ride? It is
supposed to be in fast mode, right? Answer: There might be a problem in the control circuit. If
you have the repair manual for it, check the diagrams to trace and check the switches. So your
condenser fan isn't working. Follow the steps in the "Troubleshooting Your Cooling Fan"
section. Depending on your results, you may need the diagram for your particular model to
check the fan motor and circuit. It has two fans, the Radiator fan seams fine. The fan on the
drivers side , under the air cleaner is not running. It's not frozen it moves freely. The inside fuse
is good, now what? Please hepl. If the connector melted again, make sure it's not touching a hot
engine surface or components e. Replaced radiator fan assembly on Nissan Pathfinder because
of melted connector plug connecting module to car. Same thing happened to the new one. What
would cause this? Please respond. Thank you! First make sure you got good spark and fuel
pressure. If you do, then there could be a problem with a sensor. Download trouble codes, even
if the engine light is not on. There could be a pending code. My nissan almera swing the engen
bt doesn't run out. What may be the problem? Seems like fuel pump is working. Have the
alternator checked. It might not responding properly when the load increases. I have a vitz
ksp90 model. Every time cooling fan starts engine getting wobbly. After it turned off its become
okay. Hi Sir. Currently I purchased used toyota vitz model car. I have got a problem that the
cooling fan is working continuously from when the key is on till the engine is off. I think it works
abnormally. Sir what is the cause od this problem? Should I stop the car or can drive with tilhis
problem. There might be too much resistance in the circuit. Look for loos or corroded
wires-connectors. If necessary, check the engine grounds. If fan motors are working, and
voltage is present at the plug, then the problem could be in the circuit. Check the relays, temp
switch. Make sure the fan belt if equipped is not loose; check the belt that runs the water pump;
listen to the water pump with a mechanic's stethoscope or a length of hose. If it is noisy, the
bearing or impeller may be faulty. Check that the cooling fan is coming on when the engine
reaches operating temperature. Also, make sure your coolant is still good and the system has
enough coolant. Make sure the engine is not overheating, causing the fan to come on. If not
overheating, check for a faulty coolant temperature sensor. Hi, just wanted to say a big thanks!
Check the manual for your particular model. The AC has a feed line to command, depending on

configuration, the fan on condenser or cooling fan. Low speed after AC is turned off most likely
comes from AC. Recently it rose to the L in normal and I had flushed the system, changed both
temperature sensors. I just checked the water pump with a long screwdriver and my ear to it, no
noisy bearing sound, just low pitch steady hum, no leaks out leep hole. Coolant is flowing
steady through radiator, [about the A in normal], just before fan comes on, coolant starts to rise
through open neck,[ about the end of L in normal], of radiator then goes down into radiator
again and flows through radiator no problem, [A in normal again] when fan is on. If the
thermostat is old, you may want to replace it as well. Only thing not replaced I know of is water
pump. Still runs hot, between L and Hot on highway, fan is coming on about the L. Can the
water pump cause this? Only thing I have not replaced I think. Any Suggestions? Probably the
fan bearing is getting dry or worn. When you spin the fan manually, your help the bearing
overcome whatever gets it to stick. Probably you need a new fan motor. Check the condenser
for clogging bugs, debris. It is located near the radiator and looks like a small radiator. Also,
check that the system is still charged. Otherwise, check the compressor. My Camry doesn't
blow cold, but it blows hot when I turn the dial to heat, What could be the problem? You may
want to take a temperature reading of the engine block and inlet radiator tank once the fans
come on. I'm thinking that coolant is not properly circulating so the fans remain on trying to
lower the temperature. Another possibility is a failing temperature sensor. A normal engine
operating range is between and F. I'm trying to troubleshoot and also wondering can I just
ignore this if there are no other problems. How much wear and tear is really going on if the fans
stay on during driving? I've read that fans generally don't fail, but this seems like a lot of
unnecessary spinning. I only noticed this because I did some maintenance on my coolant
system. Not sure when the fan issue started. No overheating indicated on the temp gauge
currently. There are no symptoms I'm noticing otherwise. I know that in the past the fans use to
cycle on for seconds and then go off while idling. Now they just stay on after the car is warmed
up and don't go off until the engine is turned off. Climate control is off when I've tested the fans.
Fuses are in tact. Not sure if relays could still be an issue. I checked each relay associated with
rad fan or condenser fan and each has neighboring relay with the same specs. I swapped each
corresponding one and fired up the car, no changes. Unclear if the ECT coolant temp sensor is
malfunctioning. The ECT seems to keep the fans off until engine is warm about minutes after a
cold start. If I disconnect the ECT for a moment while the engine is still cold the fans go on. The
fans also continue if I disconnecting the ECT while the engine is hot. So the ECT is doing some
work it seems, but is it possible it or maybe something else is keeping the fans on? You can
check the wiring diagram for your particular model. Get an aftermarket manual to trace the
circuit. If you don't have the manual or don't want to buy one yet, check, the reference section
of your public library, probably the have the manual. The computer monitors the signals from
the sensor. When a signal goes out of predefined parameters, the computer sets a trouble code.
Look for the definition of the code online and you'll get an idea about the problem. I got a
thermostat sensor code on the OBD my question is could a relay cause the thermostat sensor
code. Not yet. At least. The fan problem may be related to the expansion valve and the overall
operation of the AC. If you're going ahead and replace the compressor, go ahead. And talk to
your mechanic about the fan operation. But I'd suggest to wait until you got the AC system up
and running good. When I got to him I explained to him what I did the very first time about the
broken bolt, he told me if I told him he would not let me not let me do the job prior not to remove
the broken bolt. This time it was running a little longer for about three weeks. All these
happened because I don't want to replace the evaporator. Now my concern is the cooling fans,
they works but it like they don't work at high speed like they used to. I don't know if it is
because it's spring time it's not too hot. I had even turned the heater on, the fans just work
normal. I did an experience, i unplugged the fans I accelerated the car and the temperature went
up and I went and plugged the fans back and they kicked on in very high speed just once, after
that they're running at low speed. Do you think the fans need to be replaced or not. Than it will
run at low speed mostly or high speed to maintain coolant temperature. You can check the
specs for your particular model using your vehicle repair manual. If you suspect something is
not right you may want to check the engine coolant sensor or switch. Check for power to the
relay with the ignition On first. Other possibilities is a defective or disconnected module. If
there's no problem with the AC, you may use the diagram to trace for voltage. You can find the
diagram in the repair manual for your vehicle. Use an aftermarket manual, if necessary. Check
the temperature sensor. If the sensor is fine, check the wires. Make sure they are well
connected, not loose. I have a Dodge caravan, I had the radiator replaced about 6 months ago
my recent problem is the fan comes on when it's not even warmed up, once it comes on it
seems to stay on until I turn my van off. My Hyjndai Azera fan wont start, fan tested okay, relay
tested okay, module tested okay. There seems to be no power to the relay and module. Been

battling for 3days now. It's possible. If you think the fan is running when it shouldn't check for
possible DTCs, even if your engine light is not on. You may need your repair manual to check
on some sensors. On GMC with 5. Can the ambient temperature sensor cause electric radiator
fan to run even when engine is overnight cold when AC is on for several minutes as I drive?
Follow the voltage using a diagram. Both fans should come on at the same time - they're wired
in parallel. Check where the voltage is stuck for that side. I have a Pontiac Grand Prix 3. I have
replaced: Coolant temperature sensor, thermostat, PCM, Both fans complete unit , Wiring from
the fans to the relays and plugs oh and the relays yet the driver side fan still wont come on.
Fans have been tested both the old and new and they worked , but I can't get this fixed. Any
suggestions? If the engine starts to overheat, you can end up with an expensive repair. So it's
better to take a look at it now that can be much cheaper. It's possible there's a failing pressure
switch in the AC. If you have a capable scanner, the circuit may be monitor to check the
switches. Hi, I have Mitsubishi gallant v6 My cooling fans does come on and with AC on they do
increases speed but not to the max speed even when the engine is overheating. They stay on
same speed without AC even if the needle is going above the middle. Only increases speed with
AC on, but not very fast just little difference. If I unplugged the ECU wire from the module main
connector they run full speed all the time and no heating issue. Sorry, I don't have the wiring
diagram for this model but look for the fuse box, either under the dashboard or in the engine
bay, firewall, driver's side possibly. I have a Volkswagen Hatchback 1Lt petrol, "the old bread
van", boils when reaches over temp, ok when air cools eng on a run till i stop. You need the
wiring diagram for the cooling fan of your particular vehicle make and model. Recheck the
connections you made and the fuses. It seems that somewhere you created a short. If you
replaced the cooling fan, make sure it's the right one for your model. If you don't have the
manual for your car, check the reference section of your local public library. Basically the black
wire is ground and the blue one is positive. I don't have the wiring diagram for your model, but
I'm assuming you are connecting to the control module. Check the fuse and make sure there's
power. If you don't have the service manual for your particular model, stop by your local public
library. The reference section might have the manual for your model. The wires from the car are
brown, blue, another colour with a stripe in. Which wires need to be connected to allow the fan
come on when the car gets hot. It's possibly there's a short circuit or a problem in the cooling
system. Try scanning for trouble codes, if necessary. Tkz for good information American auto
manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and, through
hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car
was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV campgrounds
are being inundated with requests for their people to do things that are the RV owner's
responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance. Intake
manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to diagnose the
problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all, with an
expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.
You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a
good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to
know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who
doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you
diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving.
Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive
History. Related Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat.
By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary
Wickison. I have a silverado. The radiator fan comes on when the engine is cold, even when first
started after sitting all night. Does anyone know what the problem could be? GuruD2MQ
answered 3 years ago. A few weeks ago, I hit a large bump and the icon for check engine came
on. After I shut the truck off for the night, light went out. Today, light popped back on, several
weeks after the first time. Looked everywhere and can't find anything about this. My radiator
fans are all out off whack simply put. They run from the time i turn the truck on to the time I shut

it off. BUT sometimes th I have a Chevy truck is the fan supposed to stay on when truck is
running. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Radiator fan comes on when engine is
cold. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Silverado question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Silverado Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Electric Radiator
fans do not come on when engine is hot nor after turning off, will only come on when AC is
turned on. Engine runs correct temp while air flows through radiator at highway speed or when
AC is turned on thus fan is on. Replaced the temperature sending unit. Replaced the Fan
Controller Relay. As long as I run with the AC on, the temp stays at on the guage. I can't see any
visible leaks but when I shut her down I can smell coolant. But have never seen even a drop on
the ground. No codes get thrown and I bought a tuner to change the parameter for when the
cooling fan come on. Still won't come on. I'm completely stumped. Do you. Hello, It sounds like
the PCM fan control driver has gone bad not triggering the relay when hot. Check out the
diagrams Below. Please let us know what happens. Also I have included the fan wiring diagrams
so you can see how thehyetems works. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. The electric
cooling fans do not work. Where are the relays and fuses found on this vehicle? Do you have a
wiring diagram of this circuit? Can you check applicable trouble codes? To check codes,
yourself, at the least, you need an obd2 code reader. Some of the national brand auto stores will
check codes for free? Here is a guide to help check the relay and the location featured below. I
looked at info for 6. The engine is running hot and the right cooling fan never turns on. I have
swapped the fan connectors and when I do the right fan will run but not the left one. So I know
the fan isn't bad. It is something in the circuit that is keeping it from coming on. Which relay etc.
Is for the right fan? I grabbed you a diagram of the cooling fan system from "prodemand" it
shows all of the components and locations surely, you can get 'er done now! Waiting to see
your grin! The medic Image Click to enlarge. Electric cooling fans only work with AC on. What
sensor controls these fans when AC is not on? Where is it located? Thanks, Paul Was this
answer. The cooling fans are controlled by the engine computer and are driven from the coolant
temperature sensor which is located in the diagram below. Image Click to enlarge. My coolant
fan are not working I was going to change the relay for it but it has three relays. What relay do
you replace or should you replace all three? I would check the coolant temp sensor before the
relay or the fan motor itself. The fans run constantly. As soon as the engine starts the fans
come on and run on low for about 5 seconds and then kick up to high until I shut off the engine.
I have replaced the coolant temp sensor, the relays in the aux fuse box and checked the radiator
sensors which seem to be good. I checked the wiring and it all looks good. I am at a loss. What
else could it be. When you first start the engine both fans come on at low speed for about 5
seconds and then both go up to high speed until you turn the truck off. I have replaced all three
relays and no dice. I have looked for a short or spliced wire but have not found any. That is why
I am so stumped on this. The only other thing I can suggest is did you scan for any dtc's, there
could also be a trouble code. Coolant fan problems might not turn on the SES light but there
could be a dtc. Also looking at the scematic there could also be a problem in the pcm because
there are 2 drivers in the pcm which are relay control grounds. The pcm controls the relays.
This is just a suggestion but there could even be a problem in the pcm. You need to use a scan
tool that is able to command the fans on and off. This might help to diagnose it. But my tool
can't sent a commant to shut off the fans. Is there any other way to check the PCM? If that
switch went bad could that be the cause of this? I don't know where this would be located at so
this is someting I have never checked. Only other thing I could think of, is the coolant low or
does the coolant sys have air in it, that could cause the fans to run on high. I looked at the
scematic and the diagnostic it's preety straight forward, it just says to check all relays and
check for a short to voltage on the motor supply voltage circuit. I also found this info on the
operation of the fans, this might help. The engine cooling fan system consists of 2 electrical
cooling fans and 3 fan relays. The cooling fans and fan relays receive battery positive voltage
from the underhood fuse block. During low speed operation, the PCM supplies the ground path
for the low speed fan relay through the low speed cooling fan relay control circuit. This
energizes the low speed fan relay coil, closes the relay contacts, and supplies battery positive
voltage from the low fan fuse through the cooling fan motor supply voltage circuit to the left
cooling fan. The result is a series circuit with both fans running at low speed. During high speed
operation the PCM supplies the ground path for the low speed fan relay through the low speed
cooling fan relay control circuit. At the same time the high speed fan relay coil is energized

closing the relay contacts and provides battery positive voltage from the high fan fuse on the
cooling fan motor supply voltage circuit to the right cooling fan. During high speed fan
operation, both engine cooling fans have there own ground path. The result is a parallel circuit
with both fans running at high speed. Important: The right and left cooling fan connectors are
interchangeable. When servicing the fans be sure that the connectors are plugged into the
correct fan. The PCM commands the low speed cooling fans ON under the following conditions:
" Engine coolant temperature exceeds approximately The fans will automatically shut OFF after
3 min. Regardless of coolant temperature. The PCM commands the high speed fans ON under
the following conditions: " Engine coolant temperature exceeds approximately At idle and very
low vehicle speeds the cooling fans are only allowed to increase in speed if required. This
insures idle stability by preventing the fans from cycling between high and low speed. I do't
know to many more suggestions, I hope some of this info helped. If you get stuck of find any
other info post back. I will do some more trouble shooting. Thanks for all your time and all the
info. You gave me a lot more help than I have been able to get anywhere else. I really appreciate
it. I have the same problem with my , did you ever find out what was wrong? A quick thing to
check is un plug the ecm connecters and check inside for green powder. This truck was known
to have problems with the plug letting water get in and fans running all the time. Clean out the
plug end and the ecm end. Resurecting an old thread. I have the same issue and can't pinpoint
what it is. Engine temp on dash never reads higher than before. Trans temp is steady around
Next step is to change coolant temp sensor? Anyone know where it's located? Please login or
register to post a reply. Loosing Coolant Leak? Kind Of Antifreeze? If So, How Much Where Is
It? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! I see where there have been same problems
posted. I declined the dealer's offer because the costs is outrageous, and I don't trust them.
Everyone say's replace the ac blower resistor,I did still wont wont work on 5 only ac Dont
beleive everyone out there,they really dont know what they are talking about. We purchased the
truck in 05 and within 2 weeks the 4 fan setting went out, smelling burnt wires and the steering
was grinding. Took it to the dealer, got it repaired We had the same problem fixed 12 times in 3
years! A mechanic from our church told us that he had fixed a chevy problem like this before
and it ended up being a screw in the firewall that had shorted a wire. We couldn't afford this on
our own and the dealership refused to do it. We tried to get the truck replaced by the dealer
Then they just wanted us to use that money as a down-payment on another truck!! No Way!!
Been messing with Detroit Chevy for the whole 5 years we've had it They just made it look like
they were going to help and left us hanging in the wind. The last time we took it in to be fixed
was in Oct of I took it in and asked the mechanic to take a ride with me around the parking lot
before leaving. I showed him the problems, handed him the keys, signed all the paperwork and I
left. I called them at the end of the day and they told us that they "couldn't duplicate the
problem. As I left the dealership, the problems weren't happening, so I thought that it was just a
glitch. The problem just started again after the warranty ran out after not having any signs for 2
years. I checked the wires under the dash and they had altered the wire harness with larger
gauge wires to delay the problem. I will never trust another Chevy again. If anybody wants to
hear "the rest of the story" and join the fight for rights against Chevy just call We all need to get
together and stop this!! What ever happened to the 'good old days' when Chevy was a
Trust-worthy name in America?!?! Issue all matched. Opened the plastic cover and sure enough
there were the burnt wires. Took the truck to Dealer, just bought 3 months ago. Showed
managers Saturday explained the complaints found on line. Not even 5 miles away and the
Module was too hot to even touch, but My husband did and it burnt his fingers. Manager said to
bring back Monday they would take a look at it Called Chevy MFG. Recall department to see if
there were any recalls, in her six years never had any complaint on this issue. I did ask what
they would do if it caught on fire would they cover the truck seeing that this issue is well
documented online and read a few of your complaints to her. Her reply " That is hypothetical
mama and all I can tell you is if you want to call the Department of Transportation Safety Hotline
here is the I urge everyone to file a complaint. This is a fire hazard and they need to take care of
it or face a class action law suitâ€¦. But you have to complain if you want anything done. First
the 5 on the control panel quit working. Next thing I knew, all of them stopped. I kept stalling
because I had an extended warranty and was too busy to give up my truck for a day or two.
Well, it began working again for about a week. Anyways, I got it fixed today. Anyways, the
service manager said that the wiring had melted and that I "was lucky the truck didn't catch fire
because of the problem. I'm not sure why since my truck could've burst into flames because of
it When the heater decided to go out, it wasn't that bad at first since I was still getting a little
heat through the vents only going 70 mph down the interstate , but now that it's getting pretty
warm outside, I don't get ANY relieve from the air condition. It won't come on at all! I went and
bought a fan blower motor, and of course the mechanic I took it to, tells me there is nothing

wrong with my fan blower motor, that the check this out whole electrical system burned up!
How is that possible, when the truck is still running?! My husband and I both have done what is
listed above as well as other things to try and get this problem fixed and it seems like noone
cares to listen. What I am not understanding, is why their is no recall on this problem. It is very
much a dangerous hazardous problem, that can most definitely cost innocent people their lives
and Chevy as well as GMC just sit by and doing nothing about it. I guarantee if it was their wife,
husband, mother, father, or child they would have had a recall the second it happened to them!
My husband and I both work hard for our money, and to be given the run around about this is
really unprofessional and also unethical on ALL parties involved. Started out fan wouldn't work
on the 5 setting and started smelling burning plastic, but could never locate it. Then 4 quit
working, and finally none of the settings worked. After removing the plastic cover under the
dash, noticed that the wiring to the fan module were melted together and shorting across to
each other. Called an auto salvage yard to try and locate a new module and plug to replace the
burnt plug and wires and was told that there were none on hand and that they get at least a
couple of calls a day for the same parts. They also suggested contacting a dealership and
inquiring as to any recalls dealing with these parts. He tried to quote me a price to fix it, but I
just hung the phone up. Does someone have to burn to death for a recall to be placed on these
parts? The dealer replaced the resistor and connector under the extended warranty. Fan just
quit. This is my first "Newish" vehicle ever. Hope the warranty I bought will cover this, I haven't
even made a payment on the stupid thing yet! The connector under the passenger side dash is
melted and the wires are bare. I called Chevy to ask about the problem and the gentleman I
spoke to said that he already new how to fix it, that I wasn't the first person to have this
problem. I asked why Chevy has not placed a recall on this and he said they have not, its up to
them to decide what gets recalled and what doesn't. The connector smokes when the the fan is
turned on because the plastic is melting. I know 3 other guys who have the same problem. It
typically starts out that the fan cuts out when you turn the switch to 5 for air, then all of a
sudden the fan will just shut off. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Chevrolet
dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 7 reports repair connector under passenger side dash
4 reports fix blower motor resistor and connector that melted together 2 reports check firewall
to see if screw is thru any wires 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites LMC Truck - they have the
resestor and the wiring harness for about dollars max. Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read
reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send
Comment Add Complaint. Looked on here and found the solution with a previous complaint.
Seems to be a common problem. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search
for something else:. So, extra cooling is not needed, when a cold engine is first started. As a
result, the engine cooling fan, does not come on until the engine reaches, normal operating
temperature. The fan will then cycle on and off as needed, to maintain the proper coolant
temperature. So, the fan runs mostly at idle or low speed, when the engine is at normal
temperature. Most fans should come on, when the coolant reaches about to degrees. Your
engine cooling fan will not work if you have a blown fuse. In general, most vehicles on the road
have two types of fuses. Older cars have glass, cylinder-shaped fuses, with stainless steel on
the ends and glass in the middle. Most newer cars have a different style of fuse that uses a
plastic housing; with the fusible link encased in the housing. So, the easiest way to check it is
visually. Check it for a continuous wire with no breaks. Using a multimeter is another good way.
So, if you find a blown fuse replace it. That may be all you need to get back on the road. Engine
cooling fans can and do wear out. Unplug the fan connector closest to the fan. Make up some
jumper cables. Then connect them directly, from the battery to the fan motor, to see if it spins.
Consequently, if it does not spin it is blown. Replace it and you are back on the road. So, a fan
failure or a failure of the fan relay or control circuit is bad news. Because, it can allow the
engine to overheat. On applications that have variable fan speeds; the engine may also
overheat, if the fan speed fails to increase when additional cooling is needed. The fan may work
but it only runs at low speed. Which may not be fast enough to prevent overheating. In general
there are six things that may prevent, an electric cooling fan from coming on:. On most
systems; there is a coolant temperature switch that turns the fans on and off. So, locate the
coolant temperature switch and unplug it. But, be sure you have the right one. Because, some
vehicles have as many as three:. So, with the engine running and the coolant temperature
switch unplugged, the fan should come on. When it reaches that temperature; the switch closes
and turns the fan s on. So, cooling fan motors are an important component to any engine
cooling fan assembly. And, play a key role in keeping the car at safe temperatures, during idle
and low speeds. Finally, if you suspect that your cooling fan motors may be having an issue; do
some testing to see if you can fix it yourself. Engine oil mixed with coolant in the cooling

system, Is very common after a blown or leaking head gasket. So, You opened your coolant
reservoir or the radiator cap and see that the coolant and [â€¦]. Radiator Caps are designed to
ensure that the; prescribed pressure in the cooling system is maintained at all times. Radiator
Caps do this by, allowing air to escape, when pressure exceeds a preset amount. Engine
stalling problems can be hard to find and are often sensor or temperature related. Engine
stalling is more likely to occur during cold weather or when starting a cold engine. So, this kind
of [â€¦]. Most of the images displayed are of unknown origin. We do not intend to infringe any
legitimate intellectual right, artistic rights or copyright. Your engine cooling fan, only runs when
needed to help cool the engine. So, a engine cooling fan, relay or control circuit failure is bad
news. The engine coolant sensor or a separate engine temperature switch, is used to monitor
engine temperature. Single Engine Cooling Fan. Automotive Leaks. February 19, Automotive
Leaks. Cooling Heating. January 6, Cooling Heating. Engine Problems. December 27, Engine
Problems , Poor Performance. This is a very common problem on , , , , , , , and Chevrolet
Silverado and GMC Sierra trucks. Over a period of time the resistor and usually the connector
overheat and blower operation stops in some or all speeds. The blower resistor is located on
the passenger side of the vehicle behind the glove box. There is a plastic cover that has to be
removed to gain access to the resistor and wiring. After the cover is removed disconnect the
harness connector and inspect for damage. On this particular vehicle the only terminals that
were damaged were the third from the right and the third from the left. Sometimes all of the
terminals will be damaged and the plug will be melted to the resistor as shown in the last
pictures. After thoroughly inspecting the connector for damage the terminal retaining comb was
removed from the old and the new harness connectors. The good wiring was transferred one at
a time from the old connector to the new connector. A terminal extracting tool is needed to do
this. The locking tab must be slightly depressed before the terminal can be removed from the
connector. A solid piece of wire such as a larger paperclip could be used if a tool is not
available. If you do not have an adequate tool or experience this should not be done. Cut the
wires one at a time and splice in to the harness using a quality butt connector. Be sure to
stagger the spliced connectors as much as possible in order to have a neater and less
troublesome repair. Retape the harness and install the new blower resistor and harness
connector. As with any wiring repair that involves a burnt connector, the connector and the
component that it attaches to must be replaced at the same time or the repair will fail very
quickly. This connector like many that will be found was melted to the resistor and every wire
had to be replaced. You can save yourself time and money by always being aware of changes in
your vehicle and repairing them as soon as possible. If you need quality parts click here. I
recently completed a video on this repair as well. I am adding testing instructions due to
popular demand. Testing is as follows. Disconnect the 7 wire harness connector and inspect. If
there is any sign of heat damage replace both parts per above instructions. If there is no sign of
heat damage then check the following. With the 7 wire harness disconnected check for power
on the red wire. Next with the key on check for 12 volt power to each of the following wires as
you move the blower speed switch from low to high. Remember, this test is done with the key
on and the seven wire harness disconnected. Other than the red wire having power at all times,
only one wire at a time will have power on it, during a proper test. If only some of these signals
are missing, you will need to inspect the blower speed switch and related wiring. Also you
should do a drag test on the terminals to check the spring tension. Please click here for more
instructions. If for some reason the blower does not work at all and there is no power on any of
the wires except the red , you may want to see the recent information I published about a new
problem that has occurred. Please click here to see that article. If all of the tests above are okay
and you want to go a step further, place a test light or voltmeter in the wires going to the blower
motor. If the light comes on or you have a 12 volt reading, the resistor and wiring are okay and
the blower motor is faulty. This can also sometimes be confirmed by bumping the blower motor
with the switches on. If the motor starts after bumping the motor is faulty. One can also remove
the blower motor and apply 12 volts power and ground directly to the motor. Be careful though
the motor will tend to jump and roll all over the place. Hold it firmly and be sure you are clear of
the impeller as it could hurt you pretty easily. One other note. If you have an amperage gauge,
test the blower amperage draw while it is mounted in the blower case. Turn on surge amperage
could go up to about 28 amps. Amperage draw at high blower should be in the 18 to 24 amp
range. The lower the better. Restricted cabin air filters if present and dirty evaporator cores will
cause a blower motor to draw more current while reducing air flow volume. These two
conditions combined will significantly reduce the life of any blower resistor. More additions to
make parts identification hopefully easier. The following picture is of a floor mounted center
console. In ordering, this is one of the most important features that we need to know about your
truck. Leave this info in the customer comments box at check out when ordering. You may also

email us anytime or call us am to pm EST. The following picture is of an original two piece
blower resistor that has been updated to a new design which is a single piece unit. If your truck
has the two piece resistor, both pieces must be removed before replacing with the new single
piece resistor. If you have any questions related to this post please email me at info
the-electric-connection. Please click here to view. Sparky: Thanks for this post. Had I not found
it and read your comments, I would have gone out and bought a new Temperature Control
Assembly. Thanks again!!! I would need to to connect all harnesses and do the voltage test
again by backprobing the terminals. Write it all down and report back your findings by terminal
designation. Does your truck have auto or manual controls? Do you have the part number of the
part you installed? Sparky, I have A Z I have already replaced the blower motor resistor once
myself when it failed to shut off when the vehicle shut off. Not a extremely difficult swap with
the adapter harness. Well now a few months later the fan stopped entirely on me. How do I nip
this problem in the butt once and for all? Please help, so i have replaced the resistor and wiring
harness and ac worked great for 3 days, now nothing. You must be logged in to post a
comment. Skip to content. You may also email us anytime or call us am to pm EST The
following picture is of an original two piece blower resistor that has been updated to a new
design which is a single piece unit. Log in to Reply. Emaily, I would need to to connect all
harnesses and do the voltage test again by backprobing the terminals. Older comments. Share
Your Experience: Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Fuse box diagram
fuse layout , location and assignment of fuses and relays Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra , ,
, , , The wiring circuits in your vehicle are protected from short circuits by a combination of
fuses, circuit breakers, and fusible thermal links. This greatly reduces the chance of fires
caused by electrical problems. Look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band is
broken or melted, replace the fuse. Be sure you replace a bad fuse with a new one of the
identical size and rating. Just pick some feature of your vehicle that you can get along without
â€” like the radio or cigarette lighter â€” and use its fuse if it is the correct amperage. Replace it
as soon as you can. Pull off the cover to access the fuse block. To remove fuses, hold the end
of the fuse between your thumb and index finger and pull straight out. You may have spare
fuses located behind the fuse block access door. These can be used to replace a bad fuse.
However, make sure it is of the correct amperage. The center instrument panel utility block is
located underneath the instrument panel, to the left of the steering column. To remove fuses
hold the end of the fuse between your thumb and index finger and pull straight out. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Do not repair fuses and
never replace a blown fuse with one that has a higher amp rating. This can cause damage to the
electrical system and fire. Never replace a broken fuse with anything other than a new fuse. Use
always an intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows again contact a qualified service center.
Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to
improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the
cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for
the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us
analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser
only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of
some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always
Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Most modern vehicles use electric cooling fans to help
pull air through the radiator so that it can keep the engine cool. Most cooling fans use electric
motors that have a moderate to high current draw, and as a result are commonly controlled
using relays. When the correct parameters are met, a temperature switch or the computer will
activate the relay, which will allow power to the fans. Usually a faulty cooling fan relay will
produce a few symptoms that can alert the driver that service may be required. One of the first
symptoms commonly associated with a bad or failing cooling fan relay is an engine that runs
hot or overheats. If you notice that your engine is running at higher temperatures than normal,
that may be a sign that the relay is not functioning properly. If the relay shorts or fails, it will not
be able to supply the power for the fans to operate and keep the engine running at normal
temperatures. Abnormally high temperatures can also be caused by a variety of other problems
so it is recommended to have the vehicle properly diagnosed to be sure of the problem.
Non-functional cooling fans are another common symptom of a potential problem with the

cooling fan relay. If the relay fails, it will be unable to supply power to the fans, and as a result
they will not operate. This can lead to overheating, especially when the vehicle is at a stop,
where there is no forward motion by the vehicle to pass air over the radiator. If the cooling fans
are staying on at all times , this is another less common symptom of a possible problem with
the cooling fan relay. If the relay shorts internally, it may cause power to be permanently
switched on, which will cause the fans to run at all times. Depending on the wiring setup of the
vehicle, this may cause them to stay on even when the vehicle is off, which will drain the
battery. For this reason, if you suspect that your cooling fan, or relay, may possibly be having
issues, have the vehicle diagnosed by a professional technician, such as one from
YourMechanic. They will be able to look over your vehicle and replace your cooling fan relay if
necessary. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Vehicle Engine Cooling
Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics,
brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary
parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online
quotes for your car repair. Vehicle Engine Cooling Inspection Cost. Service Location. Engine
running hot One of the first symptoms commonly associated with a bad or failing cooling fan
relay is an engine that runs hot or overheats. Cooling fans do not function Non-functional
cooling fans are another common symptom of a potential problem with the cooling fan relay.
Cooling fans stay on at all times If the cooling fans are staying on at all times , this is another
less common symptom of a possible problem with the cooling fan relay. Home Articles. The
statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently
verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings.
YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Vehicle Engine Cooling Inspection reviews.
Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Glenn 21 years of experience. Request Glenn. Jeremy 20
years of experience. Request Jeremy. Jeremy was on time, professional and did a great job. I
needed my front brakes replaced but did not have the time to do it myself. Thank you! Frank 8
years of experience. Request Frank. Friendly and efficient. Scott 34 years of experience.
Request Scott. He explained it very kindly and responded. Need Help With Your Car? Related
articles. The The hose heater control valve opens and allows hot coolant from the engine to
blow into the heater core. After the vehicle gets to the correct temperature, the thermostat is
opened and allows coolant to circulate through the engine Read more. Symptoms of a Bad or
Failing Oil Coole
sony car stereo manual
wiring diagram 1962 chevy truck
used volvo c70
r Adapter Gasket Common signs include oil leaking from the oil cooler adapter, engine block,
and oil filter. Prevent damage to your engine by getting the gasket fixed. Symptoms of a Bad or
Failing AC Condenser Fan Common signs include lukewarm air coming from the AC vent, the
car overheating while idle, and a burning smell in the car. Related questions Vehicle overheated
and messed up water pump Hi there. The Check Engine Light came on due to the extreme
temperature your vehicle reached. Your sensors will light up the Check Engine Light as a
warning to shut off and cool the engine. I have a Chevrolet Uplander, the radiator, water pump,
coolant sensor and thermostat have been replaced. It still overheats w You need to verify if the
electrical cooling fan is coming on when the temperature gets up to or above normal range.
There are components in Browse other content. Schedule your Vehicle Engine Cooling
Inspection today! Vehicle Engine Cooling Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

